Welcome to the January 2013 issue of Librarian Insider, our quarterly newsletter dedicated to you.

Latest news and updates

Copyright change to CC-BY
IOP has changed copyright arrangements for research published on open access bases for many journals.

KBart as a librarian benefit
IOP endorses the KBART (Knowledge Bases and Related Tools) Working Group, a joint NISO and UKSG initiative, as part of our commitment to supporting librarians.

Open Access update
SISSA Medialab announces a full hybrid open access option on the journals jointly owned with IOP Publishing.

60 seconds with: Kathleen Lehman

Kathleen Lehman, Head of the Physics Library at University of Arkansas, talks about the challenge of collection management, the importance of creating a personal face for the library, and tells us why she loves being a librarian.

Read her full interview here.

Did you know?

Article level metrics now available on IOP Journals
The introduction of this new feature will help your library users see the wide-reaching impact of articles beyond more traditional measurements.

DC/SLA Student Scholarship
In our continuing support of libraries and librarians, IOP Publishing is delighted to once again sponsor the Catherine A Jones Memorial Scholarship award for the DC/SLA Chapter. We are pleased to announce Angela Kent as this year’s recipient.

Author guide now available in five languages
As well as the UK English version, the author guide is now available in:
- Mandarin
- Portuguese
- Russian
- Spanish
- US English

IOPscience extra page redesign
Are you an IOPscience extra customer? Or maybe you’re looking for some information about IOP’s premium electronic-only subscription package? Take a look at our new IOPscience extra page for news, support materials, that information and more.

Chinese Journal of Chemical Physics
Beginning with the first issue of the 2013 volume, Chinese Journal of Chemical Physics (CJCP) will no longer be published by IOP Publishing. After this point, all content will be hosted at cjcp.eo.org.

Spotlight on: ORCID
Find out more about ORCID, the registry of unique researcher identifiers, and what it will mean for your researchers.

Share the love!

Do you “Love your library”? Do you want to spread the love to your library users?
We have some magnetic “love your library” bookmarks and keyrings to give away.

Just email us with your name and the address of your institution and we’ll send a selection of items for you and your patrons.

But hurry before we run out of stock!

Don’t forget renewals!
Renew early to ensure seamless access to your IOP Journals in 2013.
If you do not receive your invoice in the near future, please contact info@iopscience.org for North, South or Central America or membership@iop.org for all other countries.

Just in case you missed it!
Back in July 2012, we told you about Xiao Tu, the talking robot library assistant at Tsinghua University Library.

Read more.

Hot topics in science

Should you walk or run in the rain?
We are now closer to solving this question, which has puzzled physicists and mathematicians (as well as the average pedestrian) for quite some time.

Read the full story here.

IOP subject collections
FREE articles in hot topics

Visit librarians.iop.org, our dedicated website for librarians, for past issues of Librarian Insider and other useful resources.

Thank you for reading!

Best wishes,

The Librarian Insider Team
librarian.insider@iop.org
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